
Risk Management

Simplify compliance without impacting 
your organization’s agility.

Today, you are required to assess and report your organization’s risk posture 
with multiple regulatory frameworks and standards across global geos. There 
is a pressing need to comply with an ever-growing set of data privacy regula-
tions. Continually managing your risk and security maturity assurance, 
designing and delivering information privacy and managing vendor risk has 
never been more important.

Armor’s Risk and Compliance Assessment and Advisory as-a-Service delivers 
the most prescriptive approach to protecting customer data using the 
globally recognized risk framework- HITRUST. Armor helps you to build a 
sustainable security and IT risk governance program and thereby improve 
your security and risk maturity. Using the HITRUST CSF, Armor helps you to 
“assess once and report many” allowing you to meet a vast variety of internal 
and external requirements. 

Armor’s Solution

Security Challenges

DATA SHEET

Achieve and maintain compliance using DevOps-focused policies and controls.

Key Capabilities

Leverage our experience 
and strategic insights 

Whether you're seeking a readiness 

or maturity assessment, need help 

developing policies that reinforce 

your business objectives, or are 

looking to automate the mundane 

parts of your compliance lifecycle, 

Armor's here to help.

Simplify compliance to 
multiple standards 

Armor aligns your policies and 

controls to a base framework that 

maps to all of the major security and 

privacy standards including ISO, PCI, 

NIST, and GDPR – reducing the 

amount of re-work to achieve 

compliance against new or 

updated standards.
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Compliance Overview

How it Works

CISO's need to address multiple security, privacy, and regulatory
challenges across their organizations in a comprehensive manner
that allows them to:

Cloud-native detection and response with the 
support of a 24/7 team of cybersecurity experts.

Demonstrate their compliance to a large and growing list of authoritative sources globally including ISO-27001, NIST, 
PCI-DSS, SOC2, etc., as well as policies and procedures inside an organization.

Have a continuous and full view of their risk posture with the ability to respond to latest updates in the regulatory 
requirements.

Understand the gaps existing in their organization so that these may be remediated in a manner that allows for 
measurement and demonstration of the posture improvements.

Efficiently and effectively report their compliance posture to stakeholders.

Benchmark their posture with their peers.
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Robust  Compliance Mapping

Armor maps your HITRUST controls to many 

different regulatory compliance standards 

including both global and regional standards 

(such as GDPR, PDPA, CCPA, and more).

Reduce  Compliance Overhead

Maintain a single set of compliance 

workflows and map the controls and 

evidence to any framework.

Third Party Management

Manage third-party risk to verify 

assurance so they do not introduce 

additional risks to your organization.
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Customizable Solutions

Whether it's security, privacy, BC/DR, or industry-specific regulations, Armor's team of certified, experienced risk 
management experts can provide assessments, strategy guidance, incident response and more.

Assesessment Services

Readiness Assessments

HITRUST CSF

ISO/IEC 27001

SOC2

Maturity/Gap Assessments

Certification

All of the assessment services are available at reduced rates for subscribers to our vCISO service – which also includes 
our infrastructure- and policy-as-code libraries and integrations with your choice of tools. 

Subscription Services

Basic 

Professional 

Enterprise 

Turnkey

Reference Library

vCISO

About Armor

Armor is a global leader in cloud-native managed detection and response. As a 

trusted partner to more than 1,500 firms in over 40 countries, Armor offers 

cybersecurity and compliance consulting, professional services, and managed 

services. Armor’s industry-leading experts leverage non-proprietary frameworks 

and a 24/7/365 SOC to help organizations tackle the complexities of 

cybersecurity and compliance at a cloud-scale.

For more information

+1 877 262 3473

For a Free Cyber Health Check

https://www.armor.com/forms/cyber-health-check

For a Demo Request

https://www.armor.com/forms/demo-request


